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President’s Message
By Brendan F. Daly, Esq.

The Connecticut Chapter of NAELA launched its first edition of the CTNAELA Practice Update two
years ago. During our brief history, the chapter’s Publications Committee has always been mindful of the
newsletter’s objective: to produce articles that will aid you in the practice of elder law. Thus, we have taken a
practical approach with this publication; so if you are new to CT-NAELA, you will notice that the newsletter
lacks the scholarly feel. This is intentional, and we think it makes for a more useful resource. With this
objective in mind, we include a section titled Practitioner’s Musings, where colleagues share interesting
perspectives of their practice. And we added a new section beginning in this issue—The Litigation Corner—
to provide updates on cases that affect Connecticut elder law attorneys. Most of the contributions come from
members of the Board of Directors and the Publications Committee, but we would like to hear from others.
Please consider sharing if you would like to write an article. You do not need to be a great writer—our editors
can polish it up—you just need to have an outline of a great idea!
We understand that not everyone enjoys writing but would like to pitch in and help, so I offer you the
opportunity to join a committee. Our committees include: Public Policy, Programs, Membership, Mentoring,
Litigation, Publications and Website. Please contact me if you would like to join one. We expect a very active
year from all our committees. The Public Policy Committee is again working on promoting legislation to
help our seniors—such as reclaiming our previous success in increasing the Community Spouse Protected
Amount. The Programs Committee has already put together a great Fall seminar, scheduled for October 19th
at the Keeney Center in Wethersfield, but we need ideas for our Spring 2013 seminar: what do you want to
learn about? Join the committee and provide your input! The Litigation Committee has been dormant the
last year, but we will have our first meeting soon and are in need of experienced litigators to support us. And
take a look at our updated website—www.ctnaela.org. If you have ideas to improve it, consider joining the
Website Committee. We are in need of someone to maintain and edit the website content.
I am excited about serving as President for the next year and am humbled to have this opportunity. Our
Board is terrific and hard-working, but we need your help in accomplishing our objectives. As elder law
attorneys, we have a responsibility to advocate for our elderly clients—perhaps the most vulnerable sector of
the population. And in keeping focus on what we do every day, this is the ultimate objective of CTNAELA:
to help each other stay true to this lofty goal.

Recent Superior Court Ruling in Palomba-Bourke Regarding
Availability of Testamentary Trust Should be Narrowly Construed
By Elizabeth N. Byrne, Esq.

In a recently decided case, Palomba-Bourke v. Department of Social Services, Sup.Ct. JD New Britain, Dkt.
No. CV116010448S, (May 10, 2012, Cohn, J.), [54 Conn. L. Rptr. 39], the Superior Court (JD New Britain),
held that a testamentary trust established years ago by the plaintiff’s first husband for the benefit of his surviving
spouse and children is properly considered an available resource of the surviving spouse, when determining her
(new) husband’s eligibility for Medicaid.
While we may have expected legal argument pertaining to testamentary trustee discretion in making distributions of
trust principal, or with regard to the rights of other trust beneficiaries in the trust principal, or regarding the beneficiary
support standards contained in the second footnote of this opinion that “the plaintiff did not claim in his brief or at oral
argument that the hearing officer erred in [his] Conclusion of Law … that the trust is “available” to the plaintiff herself.”
Instead, the plaintiff argued only that provisions of MCCA (Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act of 1988) were
inapplicable to this testamentary trust because the trust became effective prior to the enactment of MCCA.

The hearing record reflects that the plaintiff’s then spouse, Edward Palomba, passed away in 1976, leaving
a Will that included a trust for the benefit of his wife (the plaintiff) and children. Paragraph 14 of the trust
provided, in part, that
If the Grantor’s said wife shall survive the Grantor, the Trustees shall pay to or expend for the benefit of
the Grantor’s wife and the Grantor’s children during the lifetime of the Grantor’s wife so much of the
annual net income from the Residuary Trust and so much of the principal thereof as the Trustees in their
sole discretion shall deem advisable for their more comfortable care, maintenance and support, and for
the education of the children. All undistributed net income shall be accumulated and added to the corpus
of the trust ...
Years later, in 2009, Daniel Bourke, the plaintiff’s current spouse, entered a long-term care facility and applied
for Medicaid. As part of the application review process, it was determined that the spouse (the plaintiff here),
who resided in the community, had an interest in her late husband’s testamentary trust, managed by Merrill
Lynch, and valued in 2009 at $514,977.17.
On September 9, 2010, the Department’s legal counsel issued a memorandum to the Department advising
that the trust should be treated as a “resource that is available to Mr. Bourke’s wife and, therefore the
principal amount of the trust should be included when calculating the spousal assessment.” See PalombaBourke, supra, 54 Conn. L. Rptr. at 39.
The Department denied the Medicaid application, after determining that the applicable CSPA [Community
Spouse Protected Amount] equaled $109,540.00, and that the balance of the available assets ($405,417.17)
deemed to Mr. Bourke exceeded the allowable limit. The plaintiff then requested an administrative hearing,
which was held on November 17, 2010.
In its Findings of Law, the hearing officer found that Bourke and Palomba-Bourke are MCCA [Medicare
Catastrophic Coverage Act of 1988] spouses, and that U.S.C. § 1396r–5(c)(2)(A) [a part of MCCA] provides
in part that all the resources held by either spouse, or both, shall be considered to be available to the
institutionalized spouse.
At the fair hearing and again on appeal, the plaintiff “raised the sole contention that since the Palomba trust
was created before the effective date of the MCCA, the department’s deeming of the corpus of the trust to the
institutional spouse was illegal. Rather, the plaintiff claims that the value of the trust should not be “deemed”
available to Bourke, the applicant, as this was the law when the Palomba trust was created in 1976.” See
Palomba-Bourke, supra, 54 Conn. L. Rptr. at 40.
The plaintiff argued that her position was supported by precedent, particularly Hazelton v. Wilson–Coker, Sup.
Ct. JD New Britain, Dkt. No. CV 02–051711 (September 19, 2003, Bear, J.) [35 Conn. L. Rptr. 505], and that:
Hazelton relied upon Ahern v. Thomas, 248 Conn. 708, 733 A.2d 756 (1999), and Skindzier v. Commissioner
of Social Services, 258 Conn. 642, 784 A.2d 323 (2001), to conclude that the application for Medicaid was
not affected by a testamentary trust created before the date of the MCCA. The court in Hazelton stated:
“After Ahern, defendant Commissioner knew or should have known that she was required to determine and
apply federal law as it existed on the date of the creation of an irrevocable inter vivos trust. After Skindzier,
defendant Commissioner knew or should have known that she was required to determine and apply federal
law as it existed on the date of the creation of a testamentary trust, e.g., the testator’s date of death.” (See
Palomba-Bourke, supra, 54 Conn. L. Rptr. at 40).
The Court was not persuaded by the Plaintiff’s argument, and distinguished Palomba-Bourke from Ahern
and Skindzier. The Court noted that Ahern concerned a self-created inter vivos trust, Congress’ closing of a
“loophole” in the availability of such a trust to the grantor, and the effective date of that particular legislation.
Palomba-Bourke, citing Ahern v. Thomas, supra, 248 Conn. at 720-722. Regarding Skindzier, the Court
concluded that a provision in the Medicaid statutes that applied to inter vivos trusts did not by its terms
apply to testamentary trusts, and that the Skindzier opinion concerns transfers of assets and not effective
dates. Palomba-Bourke, citing Skindzier v. Commissioner of Social Services, supra, 258 Conn. at 658.

Instead, the court indicated that it relied on the general rule that “when one applies for Medicaid, the applicant
is subject to whatever statutes are then in effect regarding assets in existence at the time of institutionalization
or application.” See Palomba-Bourke, supra, 54 Conn. L. Rptr. at 40-41).
The Court cited the MCCA, stating that 42 U.S.C. § 1396r–5(c)(2)(A) (Rules for treatment of resources)
provides:
Attribution of resources at time of initial eligibility determination. In determining the resources of an
institutionalized spouse at the time of application for benefits under this title ... regardless of any State
laws relating to community property or the division of marital property ... all the resources held by
either the institutionalized spouse, community spouse, or both, shall be considered to be available to the
institutionalized spouse ... (See Palomba-Bourke, supra, 54 Conn. L. Rptr. at 40-41).
The Court bolstered its argument in its third footnote to the opinion:
To the extent that 42 U.S.C. § 1396r–5 is textually unclear on its applicability to a trust created prior to
the effective date of the statute, pursuant to General Statutes § 1–2z, the court has consulted the legislative
history of the MCCA. House Report No. 100–05(II) states regarding attribution of resources under the
MCCA at page 70, 4 USCCAN (1988), page 893: “Any countable resources belonging to either or
both spouses would be included in this determination, including resources from inheritance or previous
marriages.” (Emphasis added.) (See Palomba-Bourke, supra, 54 Conn. L. Rptr. at 41).
The plaintiff’s attorneys have indicated that they intend to appeal the Court’s decision in this matter. In the
meantime, elder law attorneys should expect that the Department will review each testamentary trust in which
a Medicaid applicant or the community spouse has an interest. But be prepared to distinguish the holding of
this case on the basis that it pertains only to the application of the MCCA on a pre-MCCA testamentary trust.

Attorney Elizabeth Byrne practices with the law firm of Farrell, Geenty, Sheeley, Boccalatte, and Guarino,
P.C. with offices in Middletown and Clinton.

Practitioner’s Musings
Elder Financial Abuse: Prevalence, Prevention and Protection
By Amy E. Orlando, Esq.

At the March 2, 2011 hearing before the Senate Special Committee on Aging to address elder abuse and
financial exploitation, Mickey Rooney—actor, legendary performer and World War II veteran—bravely
shared the following:
“I have worked almost my entire lifetime of ninety years to entertain and please other people…But even with
this success, my money was stolen from me, by someone close…a family member. When that happens, you
feel scared, disappointed, angry and you can’t believe this is happening to you. You feel overwhelmed. The
strength you need to fight, it is complicated. You’re afraid, but you’re also thinking about your other family
members. You’re thinking about the potential criticism of your family and friends. Because you love your
family and for other reasons, you might feel hesitant to come forward. You might not be able to make rational
decisions. When I asked for information, I was told that I couldn’t have any of my own information….At
first, it was something small…but then it became something sinister that was completely out of control….I
felt trapped, scared, used, and frustrated. But above all, I felt helpless….For years, I suffered silently….I was
literally left powerless…” (Testimony of Mickey Rooney, Senate Special Committee on Aging, March 2, 2011).

Most people are shocked when hearing about the abuse of an elderly person, a victim who is often frail,
vulnerable, dependent and unable to defend oneself. Unless it is in the forefront on a daily basis, it is easy to
lose sight of such abuses—however the sentiments that Mickey Rooney shared are echoed more frequently
of late by my clients. As the person to whom my clients have come for assistance—to be the ear that ends
their silent suffering—leaves me feeling charged and obligated to stop it. It is not a simple feat.
The National Center on Elder Abuse describes elder financial exploitation as the illegal or improper use of an
older adult’s funds, property or assets, which often occurs in conjunction with neglect and/or psychological
abuse. Because the problem remains hidden and national data is not collected, the Center admits that no one
knows precisely how many older Americans are being financially exploited.
MetLife Mature Market Institute partners with leading researchers, such as the National Committee
for the Prevention of Elder Abuse (NCPEA), the Center for Gerontology at Virginia Tech and the U.S.
Administration on Aging’s National Center on Elder Abuse, to study the extent and implications of elder
financial abuse. Their research indicates that elder financial abuse falls into three types of crimes: occasion,
desperation, and predation. Crimes of occasion or opportunity are incidents of financial abuse or exploitation
that occur because the victim is merely in the way of what the perpetrator wants. Crimes of desperation are
typically those in which family members or friends become so desperate for money that they will resort
to exploitation; many of these family members are dependent on the elder relative for housing and money.
Crimes of predation or occupation occur when trust is engendered for the specific intention of later financial
abuse. A relationship is built, either through a bond of trust created through developing a relationship
(romantic or otherwise), or as a trusted professional advisor, and then used to financially exploit the victim.
In my practice over the last two years the majority of the cases have involved known perpetrators. The
perpetrators are usually family members, caregivers and those who have been placed in a position of trust,
such as Attorneys-in-Fact or Trustees. Some of the key findings from the studies:
• The 2010 annual financial loss by victims of elder financial abuse is estimated to be at least $2.9 billion
dollars, a 12% increase from the $2.6 billion estimated in 2008.
• Medicare and Medicaid fraud resulted in the highest average loss to victims ($38,263,136.00), followed
by fraud by business and industry ($6,219,496.00), family, friends and neighbors ($145,768.00), and fraud
by strangers ($95,156.00).
• Instances of fraud perpetrated by strangers comprised 51% of the articles.
• Reports of elder financial abuse by family, friends, and neighbors came in second, with 34% of the news
articles followed by reports of exploitation within the business sector (12%) and Medicare and Medicaid
fraud (4%).
• Women were nearly twice as likely to be victims of elder financial abuse as men. Most victims were
between the ages of 80 and 89, lived alone, and required some level of help with either health care or home
maintenance.
• Nearly 60% of perpetrators were males. Most male perpetrators were between the ages of 30 and 59, while
most of the female perpetrators were between the ages of 30 and 49. Perpetrators who were strangers often
targeted victims with visible vulnerabilities (e.g., limited mobility, displays of confusion, or living alone).
• In almost all instances reported in the newsfeeds, the goals of financial abuse perpetrators were achieved
through deceit, threats, and emotional manipulation of the elder.
Source: (Elder Financial Abuse: Crimes of Occasion, Desperation and Predation against American’s Elders.
2011. MetLife Mature Market Institute.)

Successful prosecutions of these types of cases are often difficult because of the invisible nature of the crimes
and the lack of reporting. Many cases are difficult to investigate because there are no witnesses or the victim
has some cognitive impairment. These difficulties lead to a lack of evidence and/or credibility concerns. In
addition, there is a shortage of investigating professionals because detectives and prosecutors have heavy
caseloads. In my experience working with the State of Connecticut’s Chief State’s Attorney Office, the majority
of elder financial crimes they investigate involve family member abusers, but the investigators also noted
a drastic increase in the “advanced fee schemes” and lottery schemes. Because the Chief State’s Attorney
Office workforce has been reduced, elder financial abuse cases can take up to three years to investigate and
prosecute. The assistance of the local police detectives in the investigations, while certainly advantageous, is
also imperfect due to the fact that in most communities, local resources are under equally heavy caseloads.
Here are some points that practitioners should consider in recognizing elder abuse: 1) client-victims are
often abused by the people closest to them and are often dependent on their abuser; 2) the abuse happens
in the safety and security of the clients’ homes; and 3) the clients are either unable or unwilling to report
this abuse. What can we, as practitioners, do to protect our clients and help to prevent future abuses? If you
suspect abuse, ensure the client’s safety, and assist in blocking access to their funds by the perpetrators.
Consider contacting local police or Elderly Protective Services, and revoke any documents granting
power to the perpetrator (ie: Power of Attorney, Trustee, Conservator). If the perpetrator is a joint owner
on bank accounts with the client, close the accounts and re-title in the client’s sole name. Consider filing
a complaint with the Chief State’s Attorney Office and seeking protective action at the Probate Court.
Educating our clients, their family members and our communities about vulnerabilities of the elderly is a start.
This is especially true for seniors who live where strangers have access to their property or who have physical
limitations, such as blindness, immobility, or cognitive impairments which may prevent or identify the abuse.
Encourage family members, friends and neighbors to visit the elderly to lessen isolation and the risk of falling prey
to undue influence. And as attorneys, we should also guide our clients in choosing trustworthy agents under Powers
of Attorney and Trustees; and we should educate them about their rights to accountings under these documents.
It is important to recognize that elder financial abuse is larger than most of us realize, and that
the abuse occurs in all communities, affecting people of all ethnic, cultural, racial, economic and
religious backgrounds. Keeping these points in mind will help potential elder victims—
like Mickey Rooney—come forward to end their suffering silently and ask for help.

Amy E. Orlando is an attorney at CzepigaDaly LLC, with offices in Newington, Wethersfield and Vernon.

Litigation Corner
A Nursing Facility Employee’s Dilemma: To Speak or Not to Speak
By Carmine Perri, Esq.

One aspect of representing residents and responsible parties, who are usually family members or
friends, is advising them of their rights prior to the admission interview. For this article we are looking
beyond the admission interview to what happens after admission, after the ink on the resident admission
agreement has dried, and after personal effects are placed in one’s suite or room. After admission,
the resident begins receiving care and services from the nursing facility staff which includes doctors,
nurses, aides, and social workers, among others. This article discusses a 2012 decision, Carlson v.
Sheriden Woods Health Care Center, Inc. et. al., 2012 Conn. Super. LEXIS 472 (2012), where a trial
court ruled on a nursing facility’s motion to strike its former employee’s amended complaint which

was brought after the Plaintiff was fired after she raised concerns about resident health and safety
(most troubling was that she was hired by the nursing facility to address deficiencies in patient safety).
The Plaintiff, Alison Carlson, who is a nurse practitioner, was hired in January 2011 by the Defendant,
a skilled nursing facility, to assist it in addressing deficiencies in patient safety after the facility was
inspected in 2010 by the Department of Public Health and cited with numerous deficiencies. Carlson v.
Sheriden Woods Health Care Center, Inc. et. al., 2011 Conn. Super. LEXIS 3149 (2011)(J. Schuman). In
June 2010, the Plaintiff reported an incident regarding patient safety to the head administrator. In the
Plaintiff’s amended two count complaint she alleges that after she reported concerns about the health
and safety of several residents she was fired; the Plaintiff’s first count arises under Connecticut General
Statute (herein “C.G.S.”) §19a-498a, which protects whistleblowers in the health care industry, the second
count arises under C.G.S. §31-51q, which protects employees exercising first amendment rights. The
nursing facility’s motion to strike challenged the legal sufficiency of both counts of the Plaintiff’s amended
complaint testing whether the allegations in the complaint state a claim upon which relief can be granted.
The trial court’s analysis was divided into two sections: one, as to the Plaintiff’s
C.G.S. §19a-498a claim and two, as to the Plaintiff’s claim under C.G.S. §3151q. This article, like the trial court’s analysis, will also take each of the issues one at a time.
Connecticut General Statute §19a-498a creates a private right of action for an employee against a health
care facility. There are a number of steps, however, an employee must take in order to overcome the
hurdles a nursing facility, like Sheriden Woods, will raise in its defense. Connecticut General Statute
§19a-498a(b) states, in pertinent part, “no health care facility shall discriminate or retaliate in any manner
against an employee of such facility because the employee submitted a complaint or initiated or cooperated
in an investigation by or proceeding before a governmental entity relating to the care or services by, or the
conditions in, such facility.” Conn. Gen. Stat. §19a-498a(b) (2012). According to Judge Schuman, “the
cooperation prong of the statute has two components: cooperation and a government investigation.” Id.
at 5. So, in order to sufficiently allege a claim under C.G.S. §19a-498a, a plaintiff must first establish a
government investigation exists. In Carlson, the Plaintiff alleged there were numerous deficiencies, a prior
facility wide inspection, and that the facility was being actively monitored; Judge Schuman found the
allegations sufficient to establish the government investigation component of the cooperation prong. As to
the cooperation prong, Judge Schuman found compliance with the statute because the Plaintiff followed
the Defendant’s internal procedures when she submitted a report to the director of the facility rather than
submitting the report directly to the Department of Public Health; a similarly situated plaintiff must also
remember to allege that he or she was attempting to further the department’s investigation. Fortunately for the
Plaintiff, the trial court denied the nursing facility’s motion to strike the first count of her amended complaint.
The Plaintiff’s second count, however, did not survive the nursing facility’s motion to strike.
Connecticut General Statute §31-51q states:
Any employer, including the state and any instrumentality or political subdivision thereof, who subjects any
employee to discipline or discharge on account of the exercise by such employee of rights guaranteed by
the first amendment to the United States Constitution or section 3, 4 or 14 of article first of the Constitution
of the state, provided such activity does not substantially or materially interfere with the employee’s bona
fide job performance or the working relationship between the employee and the employer, shall be liable
to such employee for damages caused by such discipline or discharge, including punitive damages, and
for reasonable attorney’s fees as part of the costs of any such action for damages. If the court determines
that such action for damages was brought without substantial justification, the court may award costs and
reasonable attorney’s fees to the employer. Conn. Gen. Stat. §31-51q (2012).

The Defendant challenged the Plaintiff’s allegations that her expressions of concern about patient care
represented the exercise by the Plaintiff of her rights guaranteed by the Federal and State Constitution. Id. at
9. In defining the scope of its analysis, the trial court stated, “it is not true that an employee has the same first
amendment rights at work as at home.” Id. at 9-10. The trial court, after reviewing the relevant law, narrowed
the issue to “whether the employee has spoken out as a citizen or spoken pursuant to the employee’s official
duties.” Id. at 14 (citing Garcetti v. Ceballos, 547 U.S. 410, 421 (2006)).
The Plaintiff alleged that her actions were a combination of speaking out as a concerned citizen and partly
pursuant to her employment duties. Since the Plaintiff was hired by the nursing facility to assist in addressing
deficiencies in patient safety, Judge Schuman treated the Plaintiff’s actions as part of her official duties focusing
on the role she occupied when she expressed her various concerns about patient care. Accordingly, the trial
court granted the nursing facility’s motion to strike the second count of the Plaintiff’s amended complaint
holding that C.G.S. §31-51q did not apply.
Most disconcerting about this case is the precedent it sets for similarly situated nursing facility employees who
have patient safety concerns. Putting the law aside, does this mean that if one has concerns and they are not
addressed by the facility, that one must choose between one’s employment, which means keeping silent, or
paying a lawyer to protect one’s rights once that person is terminated?
Nursing facility employees need more information as to where they can go when they have patient safety
concerns and what protections they are legally afforded if they are terminated for bringing resident safety
issues to light. After all, we are talking, again, about issues that affect our family and friends and the care they
receive from nursing facilities. Connecticut General Statute §19a-550, the Patients’ Bill of Rights, imposes
requirements on nursing facilities which include, among other requirements, “receiving care or services with
reasonable accommodation of individual needs and preferences.” Conn. Gen. Stat. §19a-550 (b)(10) (2012).
If nursing facility employees are unable to raise health and safety concerns that affect the care our loved ones
are receiving, the nursing facility is violating the Patients’ Bill of Rights. What is lost in the Carlson decision
is that the people most affected, the residents, yet again find themselves silenced as their caregivers’ voices are
either muted or threatened with banishment.

Carmine Perri is an attorney at Bishop, Jackson & Kelly LLC in Milford.

Elder Law in China
An Interview with Attorney Lisa Nachmias Davis
By Elizabeth N. Byrne, Esq.

As elder law attorneys, we have a sense that the population in Connecticut is aging and that there are
increasing demands on our government, society, and families to meet the needs of this burgeoning segment
of our population. Government statistics confirm that Connecticut is the seventh oldest state in the nation for
median age, that it has more than 487,000 residents over age 65, and that Connecticut’s older adult population
is expected to increase by 64% from 2006 to 2030. (Connecticut Commission on Aging Fact Sheet, at www.
cga.ct.gov/coa). According to the Commission on Aging, Connecticut spends over $2 billion annually (13%
of the State budget) on long-term care services and supports for the elderly and disabled through Medicaid.
(Connecticut Commission on Aging Fact Sheet, supra.)
Compare these figures to those of the People’s Republic of China. Roughly 112 million Chinese
people are over age 65 now, with 329 million projected to reach that milestone by 2040. (Paula
Span, http://newoldage.blogs.nytimes.com/2011/07/27/in-china-a-more-western-approach-to-elder -care.)
Currently there are 16 retirees for every 100 workers in China, but by 2025, it is expected that China

will have 64 retirees for every 100 workers. (Dan Harris, www.chinalawblog.com/2012/04/elder-care-in-chinaamerican-style.)
These worrisome demographics and other changes in Chinese elder care were the reasons why elder law experts
- CT NAELA Board member, Attorney Lisa Davis, and Attorney Kate McEvoy, author of Connecticut Elder
Law - were invited to China this past Summer. Lisa reported that she and Kate joined attorneys from Yale’s
China Law Center at a workshop outside Beijing with officials from China’s National People’s Congress and
academics, attended an elder law conference at Peking University, and commented on proposed new Chinese
elder law.
Lisa explained, “we learned about the realities and the legalities of the elderly in China, and brought back some
new perspectives on topics we deal with daily in Connecticut.” First - the reality. Lisa said that, “few of us
realize that in the era of state capitalism in China, there is virtually no safety net for seniors – Social Security
is brand new, there is no Medicare, and the old system of employment-based lifetime support is long gone. So,
who takes care of the Chinese aging population?”
Contemporary China is experiencing many of the same demographic and socioeconomic pressures as the
United States. Chinese people are living longer, and there is an escalating need for care for a lot of aging people.
(Dr. Zhanlian Feng, http://newoldage.blogs.nytimes.com /2011/07/27/in-china-a-more-western-approach-toelder-care.)
Chinese tradition dictates that children live with their parents and care for them in old age, a convention that
historically provided a safety net for seniors. The Confucian idea of filial devotion is deeply embedded in
Chinese society. But this has proved particularly challenging in recent years due, in part, to the strict family
planning rules adopted in the 1970s, which limits most couples to one child. (www.nytimes.com/ 2012/09/06/
world/asia/beijing-updates-parables-the-24-paragons-of-filial-piety).
Lisa recounted a conversation she had on this topic with a university professor. The professor remarked that
although the “one child policy” is not national law, he could expect to be demoted or fired if he had a second
child. In terms of Chinese elder care, this means that only one child is available to provide full financial support
to two parents.
Another reality is that hundreds of millions of people have left their homes in the countryside in search of
jobs. (Beijing-updates-parables, supra.) There are 252 million migrant workers in the Chinese nation, and their
numbers are rising 4.4% annually, most likely leaving their aging parents behind. (Beijing-updates-parables,
supra.) A 2011 report by the official Xinhua news agency confirms that nearly half of the 185 million age 60
and older now live apart from their children – a phenomenon unheard of a generation ago. Empty nesters now
account for more than 50% of all Chinese households. (Beijing-updates-parables, supra.)
Because of economic challenges, 130 million Chinese have moved to cities in search of jobs, and those who
have found work are working long hours in all-consuming jobs far away from the homes they used to share
with their parents. (www.elderlawanswers.com/resources/article/ Proposed-Chinese-law-would-require-adultchildren-to-visit-elderly-parents-regularly.)
China is responding to this demographic crisis on a number of fronts. It has taken a morality approach,
updating its “24 Paragons of Filial Piety,” to remind children of their duties to their parents, such as the duty to
throw their parents a birthday party and to listen to them attentively when they relate stories of the past. (www.
nytimes.com/2012/09/06/ world/asia/beijing-updates-parables-the-24-paragons-of-filial-piety)
On the legal front, Lisa explained that China is updating its “Law on Protection of the Rights and Interests of
the Elderly” which was passed in 1996 and was similar to our 1965 Older Americans Act (OAA). The Chinese
law was enacted to protect the lawful rights and interests of the elderly, develop the undertakings related to the
elderly, and promote the Chinese people’s virtues of respecting and providing for the elderly.

The proposed revision, which was the subject of the conference Lisa attended, requires children to care for
parents and imposes penalties for failure to do so. Lisa explained that the draft statutory amendment provides,
among other things:
Article 12: The elderly shall be provided for mainly by and in their families, and their family members
should care for and look after the elderly.
Article 13: “Providers for the elderly shall perform the duties of providing financial support for the elderly,
taking care of their physical and mental needs, and catering to the special needs of the elderly.
“Providers” as referred to herein include the sons and daughters of the elderly and other people legally
obligated to support the elderly. Spouses of providers should assist providers in performing their obligation
to the elderly. Providers should ensure timely medical treatment and nursing care for the elderly who are
suffering from illness, and pay medical expenses for the elderly who are in financial hardships…
Article 17: Providers who live separately from the elderly should regularly visit or converse with the elderly.
Article 18: Providers shall not refuse to perform their duties of supporting the elderly on the ground that
they will do so by giving up their right of inheritance or for any other reasons. If providers do not perform
their duties of supporting the elderly, the latter shall have the right to recover the cost of such support.
The Chinese are serious about enforcing these support requirements. Recently, in Shandong Province, a
court ordered three daughters to each pay their 80-year old mother roughly $60 per month after their mother
complained that they ignored her and treated her like a burden. (www.nytimes.com/2011/01/30/world/
asia/30beijing/in-china-a-move-to-mandate-closer-families.)
Another development in Chinese elder law is the implementation of guardianship/ conservatorship procedures,
which was the subject of Lisa’s presentation. Lisa explained that, up until now, China has not needed to
designate fiduciaries for the elderly, most likely because this role was filled by sons and daughters caring for
their parents. Nor do the Chinese currently have anything similar to our “durable powers of attorney” or other
advance directives. The new law would endorse a kind of voluntary conservatorship, where an elderly person
chooses a caregiver. On a related note, the Chinese law already endorses a concept with which elder law
attorneys are familiar -- the “caregiver child,” who may be awarded a greater share of the estate without regard
to the deceased parent’s estate plan.
In case you were wondering, Lisa and Kate did not spend all of their time in university classrooms. Lisa related
an amusing story of how she and Kate “got lost” at the Great Wall. Squeezing some sightseeing into the few
days, Lisa and Kate hired a taxi to drive them to the Great Wall. According to Lisa, the driver was very nice but
he did not speak English. They took a cable car up the incline. Coming back down, the Americans decided to
leave the cable car and walk a bit down a path. By the time they reached the end of the walkway, they realized
they were separated from the cable car path as well as from the car route. There were a few shady-looking
young men slouching against their cars and commenting in their native tongues about the lady tourists. While
Lisa and Kate debated on how to communicate their location by cell phone to the non-English speaking taxi
driver, wherever he was, an elephant walked by. Then one of the suspicious-looking young men offered to take
their cell phone and speak to the taxi driver. When he completed the conversation, he summoned the ladies to
come with him to his car for a drive to meet their taxi driver. Setting aside all concern that this would end up
as an episode of Criminal Minds, they agreed to climb into the back of the car and travel with the suspiciouslooking young man for an uncomfortable distance through a dark tunnel. As our luck would have it, (thank God
we did not lose either Lisa or Kate that day), they were delivered (safely) to the taxi driver and driven back to
their hotels.
Lisa said that she has responses ready the next time one of her clients complains about having to set aside their
parents’ funds to care for the parents (or their parents failing to secure the children’s inheritance). She will

advise them that it could be worse, they could have a filial responsibility to use their own funds to support their
parents …
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